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Abstract: Photocurrents in a GaAs metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetector have been numerically
modelled as a function of optical pulse’s position in a one-dimensional structure using Ambipolar transport
theory and discrete Fourier transform method. The modelled results represent the carriers’ concentrations as
well as the maximum value of the photocurrents that pass through the device when the optical pulse position
changes on the device active region (i.e., the region between two top contacts). The simulation has been
performed at low level injection of the excess carriers (i.e., photo-carriers) and with no bias voltage applied to
the photodetector in equilibrium condition. The numerical simulation results show that for optical pulse position
in the cathode region, the magnitude of the photocurrent is exactly the same but opposite direction of the anode
region. The response of the photodetector is ‘zero’ when a pulse is positioned at the center of the active region.
This important feature of the device could make it attractive for micro-scale positioning of high sensitive
devices. The modelled results are qualitatively agreed with the experimentally observed behavior of the device.

Key words: Ambipolar transport theory  Discrete Fourier transform method  Equilibrium condition  Metal-
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INTRODUCTION device. Then, these photocarriers can be collected by the

The planar metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) Increasing the illumination intensity of the optical pulses
photodetectors are important components in optical are hitting on the surface of the semiconductor would
communication systems due to their ease of fabrication, increase the number of electron-hole pairs inside the
compatibility  with  field effect transistors and high speed semiconductor slab and hence results in the increase of
operations [1]. The MSM photodetectors have extensive photocurrent. The MSM photoconductor can operate
applications, including optical fiber communications, without an external field, which is also called an
optical sampling and optical interconnects [2]. Most of equilibrium condition, if the photocarriers have sufficient
the  useful  photodetector  devices  are  based on the mobility and lifetime to reach the Ohmic contacts for the
MSM structures due to their simplicity of configuration. collection. Otherwise, an external field is usually provided
The MSM configuration shows a very low dark current to move the charge photocarriers through the material.
due to the rectifying nature of the contacts and the high Experimentally in the equilibrium condition, the GaAs
resistivity of the material [3]. A simple schematic diagram MSM photodetector shows different temporal responses,
of an MSM photodetector is shown in Figure 1. An MSM when the position of the optical pulse changes on the
consists of a semiconductor absorbing layer on which surface of the active region (i.e., I-region). For equal
two electrodes have been deposited to form a back-to- distances of laser spots from the center of the I-region,
back Schottky diode. In the photodetector, the the  temporal  response  of   the   device   is  symmetric.
photocarriers  are  generated inside the intrinsic region The temporal response vanishes when the laser spot hits
(i.e., I-region) when optical pulses are incident on the the center of the I-region as shown in Figure 2 [4].

contacts of the phtodetector and result in a photocurrent.
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Fig. 1: Schematic picture of a 40 µm gap GaAs MSM approximately constant. To estimate the absorption depth
photodetector and a 40 µm and 580 nm beam spot of a typical GaAs MSM structure, we assume that the
of a dye laser impinging upon the device surface optical power at depth z in the I-region is given by [10],

Fig. 2: Experimental results of peak response as a where, n and k are the refractive index and absorption
function of beam position on a 40 µm gap I-region constant, respectively. The absorption constant k is
with ‘0’ (zero) voltage [4] related to the absorption coefficient  through the

We used Ambipolar transport theory to describe the
behavior of photogenerated carriers in the active region (3)
[5]. Here, we assume that the photogenerated carriers are
injected in the low level injection condition. We have For visible light around the wavelength of  = 580 nm,
applied a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) method to the refractive index n and absorption coefficient , for
solve  the  Ambipolar  transport  equation  numerically. GaAs are 3.34 and 59841, respectively. By substituting
We have used a spatially variable optical pulse as the these values into the above equation (3) and then putting
initial condition. The result of this simulation shows that the result in the equation (2), the reflection coefficient is
the responses of the photodetector are asymmetric calculated as R = 0.291. Then for a given optical power,
around the centre of the I-region. In other words, the p , the absorption depth at which 1/e times of the optical
direction and magnitude of electrical responses of the power has been absorbed is found to be 0.11 µm, which is
device for an optical pulse position in the region between much smaller than the I-region length, L=40 µm and
the central point of the I-region and one of the two therefore the structure can be modelled in 1-D.
contacts are opposite to that of optical pulse position in When an optical pulse hits the I-region, excess
the  center  point  of the I-region and the other contact. electrons n in the conduction band and excess holes p
The response of the device to the optical pulse position in the valence band are created in addition to the thermal
at the centre of the I-region is zero. equilibrium concentrations, n  and p .

In earlier work, we reported how the impulse response Using Ambipolar theory results in determining the
of an MSM photodetector depends on the position of the carrier densities, as well as the photocurrents in different
laser beam on the active region (I-region), when an initial conditions, which are mainly determined by the
external voltage is applied to the device. In fact, the peak position of the optical pulse relative to the I-region
response of the photodetector increases by moving the surface. The time-dependent Ambipolar continuity
laser spot from the cathode region toward the anode equation for electrons and holes in 1-D and in the absence
region. of an external field has the following formula [5-6], [12],

Analysis of Carrier Transport in MSM Photodetector:
An MSM photodetector can be modelled as a one
dimension (1-D) structure [7-9]. This approach can easily
be justified if the absorption depth  of an incident
photon  was  much  less  than  the   I-region   length L
(i.e., <<L), so that the curvature of the electric field lines
between the two contacts is small, while the field is

(1)

where, p  is the incident power and R and  are theinc

reflection and absorption coefficients, respectively. By
assuming normal incident, the reflection coefficient R can
be calculated from the following equation [11],
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following equation,
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(4) where, n and p are the total electron and hole densities,

where n(x,t) p(x,t) and D' is the Ambipolar diffusion intrinsic level, n  denotes effective intrinsic density and 
coefficient and is defined as, and  are SRH lifetime of electrons and holes

(5) same order.

p = p  + p (6) simulate the device responses to the beam of laser pulses0

n = n  + n (7) this purpose, we first Fourier transform the entire0

where, p and n are total carrier concentrations. The Here, the excess carrier densities are taken to be zero
intrinsic  region  of  the  device  is  a  low  p  type  GaAs. at the contacts. This implies an infinite surface
In these simulations, a shallow acceptor concentration p recombination velocity at the contacts [22]. By0

of 2 × 10  m  and donor concentration n  of 0.5 × 10 considering this boundary condition, the Fourier20 3 20
0

m   are chosen  to give an equilibrium hole density p  of Transform of the spatial derivative becomes,3
I

1 × 10  m  in the active region in agreement with the20 3

parameters of the actual device. The diffusion coefficients (10)
are  related  to  the  mobilities  by  the  Einstein  relation
[13-15], Also the Fourier Transform of the time derivative is

(8)

where, k is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the carrier
temperature (room temperature). Carriers’ mobility µ  and where, the term F[ n(x, t)] is the Fourier transform of then

µ  were determined via their dependence on the doping excess carrier concentration and it is conventionallyp

level in the I-region. Thus, the carriers’ mobilities µ  and represent via N(k,t). In fact, this term is the carriern

µ  are equal to 8000 cm .s .v  and 400 cm . s . v , concentration in k-space. Finally, after applying the DFTp
2 1 1 2 1 1

respectively [16]. method to solve numerically the equation (4) [19], [23-25],
The parameter g is the generation rate of the excess N(k,t) obtains. At the end, in order to obtain the excess

carriers in the I-region. Since the time period of the optical carrier concentration in x-space n(x,t), we have to take
pulse is very short about 5 ps, we can consider generation the Inverse Fourier Transform of N(k,t).
only happen at t=0 and, besides, there is no generation in In the simulation process, we chose 2N = 512 sample
latter time steps. Here, it is assumed that the laser pulse points in both x-space and k-space. The values of sample
has a peak height equivalent to the band-to-band points x  and k  satisfy the following formulas,
generation rate of  2 × 10  (electron-hole).m .s  at the23 3 1

illumination surface. Considering the time period of the (12)
optical pulse, it gives a peak electron and hole density of
1 × 10  m  in the active layer. The laser spot size has12 3

been specified as 40 µm diameter. (13)
The parameter R is the recombination rate of the

excess carriers and it is modelled using the where, n and j are the integers. 
Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) equation as given by [17-18],

This section discussed the simulation results in

(9) density  versus  the  length  of the I-region at time t = 0, 40

E  is the deference between the defect level and thetrap

i n

p

respectively, which are assumed to be 0.1 and 0.3 ns in the

Simulation Method: We have used the DFT method to

hitting different locations between the two contacts. For

Ambipolar equation (4) [19-21]. 

equal to,

(11)

n j

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

details. Figure 3 shows the plots of normalized carriers
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Fig. 3: Normalized carrier density versus optical pulse position at times t = 0, 40 and 80 picoseconds, when the pulse
position is at -20 (Figure 3(a)), 0 (Figure 3(b)) and 20 µm (Figure 3(c)), respectively. The photodetector is in the
equilibrium condition

Fig. 4: (a) The photocurrent for the optical pulse position at -20 (upper curve), zero (middle curve) and 20 µm (lower
curve). (b) The peaks of photocurrents as a function of beam position on a 40 µm gap I-region. Device is in the
equilibrium condition

and 80 ps, respectively. The normalized carrier density for the I-region. Obviously, this term can possess a negative
optical pulse positions at -20, 0 and 20 µm are shown in
Figure  3(a),  Figure  3(b) and Figure 3(c), respectively.
From these plots, it is evident that the diffusion of
photocarriers  results  in a spread of the initial profile.
Also, due to the recombination process, the initial
photocarriers’ peak decreases with time.

Finally the carrier densities are integrated over the
length L between the two top contacts of the
photodetector to yield the photocurrent due to the
carriers’ diffusion in the semiconductor. The diffusion
current can be calculated from the general form given by
[9],

(14)

In equation (14), the term of  is in fact the

slope of the photo-carriers density curve and the integral
means  adding  up all possible quantities for this term over

quantity as well as a positive quantity and consequently
it can cause overall a negative or positive photocurrent
depending on the values which are added up. The
photocurrent for the optical pulse position at -20 (upper
curve), zero (middle curve) and 20 µm (lower curve) is
shown in Figure 4(a). Also, the maximum value of the
photocurrent versus the position of the optical pulse on
the I-region is shown in Figure 4(b).

It  can  be  seen  from  Figure  4 that the photocurrent
of  the  photodetector  for  optical pulse position in
cathode region is equal but opposite sign to that of the
anode region. In fact, in the absence of a biased voltage,
this device behaves completely symmetrical. Depending
on  the  optical  pulse  centre  is near to which contact,
more  photocarries  diffuse  towards this contact and
cause to a specific photocurrent. So, the simulated results
show that the magnitude and the direction of the
photocurrents depend on the position of the optical
pulse’s centre.
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discrete Fourier transform (DFT) method in order to Letter, 54: 567-569.
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concentrations as well as the electrical responses of the 10. Wood, D., 1994. Optoelectronic Semiconductor
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